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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF
SMALL-MEDIUM ENTERPRISES (SMEs)

IN NIGERIA
By

Adebusuyi, B.S.'
Research Department,
Central Bank of Nigeria.

The flexibility, adaptability and

regenerative tendencies of the
SMEs to propel economic development have made the sub-sector
a pivotal focus for Government
industrial development efforts. The
SME sub-sector is seen as the bedrock of industrialisation based on

its expected impact and Potential
contribution towards a diversified
production base. Its accelerative
eI{ect in achieving macro objectives such as full employment, income distribution, development of
locai technology as well as diffusion of management skillb and
stimulation of indigenous entrepreneurship have been well documented in economic develoPment
literature.
This paper attempts to evaluate the performance of the SME
sub-sector in view o{ both the general and specific government developmental strategies.and policies
channelled to the sub-sector. The
paper is structured into five sections. The first section reviews the
definition. characteristics and roles
of the SMEs. Section II discusses
Government policies for the Promotion of SMEs. An evaluation of
the performance of the sub-sector is undertaken in Section III'

Outstanding problems of the
SMEs are outlined in section IV
while section V summarises and
concludes the paper.

SECTION I
DEFINITION, CHARACTERISTICS AND ROLES OF
SMEs

,

(a) Definition
Probably due to differences in
policy focus, different government

agencies in Nigeria, such as the
Central Bank of Nigeria, the Nigerian Bank for Commerce and
Industry, the Centre for Industrial

Research and Development
(CIRD) and the NationalEconomic

Reconstruction Fund (NERFUND)
used to apply various definitions
for SMEs. However, in 1992,the
National Council of Industries at
its meeting in Sokoto agreed to
streamline the various definitions
in order to remove ambiguities. It
defined SmallScale Enterprises as
those with fixed assets above N1
million but not exceeding N10 million, excluding land but including
working capital. The NCI also defined Medium Scale EnterPrises
are those with {ixed assets exclud-

ing land but including working
capitalof over N10 million but not
exceeding N40 million.
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of the prevalence of informality, performance standards
are almost absent. The Production
techniques of modern SMEs are
characterised by organised factory
type processing, emploYing reasonably high technology. TheY are
able to employ technical sPecialists to instal equipment and train
because

employees.

The ?quity base of SMEs is
usually relatively small, while own-

ership and management are often
held by one or very few individuals as a result of which there is
often greater owner - influence.
The SMEs are also characterised
by concentratioh of and subjectiv-

ity in decision taking,

while

employ er- employee relationships
tend to be informal especiallY in

'recognising and correcting
inefficiencies.

(c) Roles of SMEs
It has been well recognised that

the technological and organisa(b) Characteristics
The SMEs are characterised bY
production of traditional consumer

goods, particularly footwear,
leather products and food Products, metal working, textiles etc.
They are closely attached to Products that launched them and

tional revolution now underwaY in
the global economy is not driven
by large capital intensive industrial
firms. It is driven by small and

medium enterprises (SMEs) labour intensive in nature, with
quick start up times and agile
responses to raPidlY shifting
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markets and technoiogies (World

Bank, 1995). SMEs retain

a

competitive advantage over large
enterprises by serving dispersed
local markets. They also provide
differentiated products with lowscale economies for niche markets
and often specialise in br-rb-contracting for large firms. SMEs are
known to respond flexibly under
difficult'and changing conditions
because of their typically Iow capital intensity which allow products
Iines and inputs to be changed at
relatively low cost"
The SMEs provide an effective
means of stimulating indigenous
entrepreneurship. They facilitate
greater employment creation per
unit of capital employed, and aid
the development of local technology. The SMEs serve as veritable
means of increasing efficiency
through cost reduction and !mproved flexibility. Through their
wide dispersal, the SMEs provide
an effective means of mitigating
rural-urban migration and prornoting the use of local resources.
The labour intensiveness of the
SMEs makes the sub-sector consistent with Government's" goal
and objective of employment and
income distribution while allowing
for sustained productivity increases
through improvements in technology

SECTION II
A REVIEW OF SPECIAL
SUPFORT PROGRAMMES
FOR SMEs DEVELOPMENT
IN NIGERIA
In view of the recognised role
of SMEs, governments concern
for the development of the sub-

sector have been manifested
through the establishment and institution of various special support
programmes designed to encour47

\-__---.

age SMEs. These could be conveniently classified into three,
namely, Incentlves (fiscal and
export) and tariff regime, Financial support and Technical
Assistance Programmes.

1. Incentives (Fiscal and
Export) and Tariff Regimes
(a) Fiscal incentives
An array of fiscal incentives
have been put in place for
_ SME promotion, this include:
Tax relief for small-scale enter.
prises during the first six years
of operation as embedded in

the Companies Income Tax
Act of 1990 and the Industrial
Development (lncome Tax

Relief) Act 179 of 1990
amended as Decree 3 of
1993;

Pioneer Status which is a tax
relief for non-renewable period of five years except a two
years extension for enterprises
located in economically disadvantaged areas;
In plant training incentive of 2
per cent income tax concession for five years;
Investment in infrastructure reIief

.

;

Labour intensive mode of production income tax credit of
15 per cent for enterprises
with high labour to capital
rqtio; and

Minimal local raw material
utilization income tax credit of

20 per cent and

capital

allowances.

(b) Export Incentives
The Government has continued to encourage exports by
firms (including SMEs) through
the provision of a package of

export incentives. The irrcentive measures include

Manufacture in-bond: the
importation of duty free raw
materials for production of exportablg goods on the basis of
a bond issued by a first class
bank which guarantees that all
the end products will be ex-

ported;

Import Duty Drawback:
Refund of import duty paid for
imported raw materials used in
manufacturing export goods;

'Export credit Guarantee
and Insurance Scheme: ihsurance of genuine exporters
against economic risks, especially possible default in payments by overseas buyers;

Export Development Fund:
Provision of cash inducement
f or exporters who have
exported a minimum of
N50,000.00 worth of semimanufactured or manufactured products;

Fxport Adjushnent Scheme
Fund: Compensation to
exporters for high cost of
production arising from infrastructure deficiencies, and
purchase of commodities at
government f ixed prices
higher than prevailing world
marl<ct price;

Additional Capital Allowance: An additional annual
allowance of 50 per cent of an-

nual turnover by exporting
companies;

Tax Relief on Interest
Income: Granted to expoyt
oriented industries on interest

' occtirring on any loan
obtained to aid investment
in export activities.
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@) Banks' Equlty Holdlng ln

The government had also
adopted the use of higher tariff
rates to favour this sector whlch
had often been complemented

lines.

with even complete import ban on
variety of agricultural products,
textile fabrics, plastic products and
other productq. In 1995, for instance, unprocessed rubber and
nrbber lumps were prohibited from
being exported while processed
food and vegetable oil were allowed to be exported. All these

Thls required the commercial
and merchant banks to allocate a
stipulated mlnlmum credit to pre-

were meant to help the local
manufacturers (especially the
SMEs). The ban on the €xport of
items like leather and unprocessed
rubber was imposed to encourage
their domestic processing especially by the SMEs.

II.

Financial Support
Programmes

This consisted of the establishment of Development Finance In-

stitutions (DFIs) and the use of
credit guidelines to channel funds
to the SMEs. others are the estab-

lishment of National Directorate
of Employment (NDE), National
Economic Reconstruction Fund
(NERFUND), the SME Il Loan
Scheme, the Fund for Small Scale
Indushies (FUSSI) and the Small
Scale Industries Credit Scheme
(ssrcs).

(t) Establishment of Develop'
ment Institutions And Use of
Credit Guidelines
In recognition of the crucial
importance of credit in SME
promotion and. cognizant of the
reluctance of the traditional financial sector (commercial and merchant banks) to extend credit to
this sector, the government estab'
lished a number of specialised
credit financial institutions while
the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN)
employed the use of credit guiderl8

(a) The CBN
llneo

Credlt Gulde-

ferred sectors (including the
SMF-s). Under this approach, dif-

ferentlal lnterest rates for sector
credlt allocations wlth varying
moratorium on the repayment of
princlpal loan and advances were
stipulated by the CBN. Specifically,
in flscal year 1979/80, the CBN
dlrected that at least 10 per cent
of the loans advanced to indigenous borrowers should be allocated to small and medium enterprises. This was subsequendy increased to 16 per cent wtth effect
from Aprtl 1980 to end-1989. lt
was lurther lncreased to a minimum of 20 per cent of total loans
and advances from January,
1990. Unfortunately, this policy
did not prow effectlve as expected
in channelllng credlt to the SMEs
as banks prefer to pay prescribed
penalties glven the uneconomic
nature of such small loans and its
adminlstratlon. This fallure of the
banks to meet the prescribd credit
allocation to the sectors and
subsectors prompted the CBN to
make it mandatory in 1987 for
such banks to make the lending
shortfa.lls available to it for onward
transfer to the sectors and sub-sectors concerned. Thts brought re-

markable result as most banks
complied whlle some exceeded the
minimum requlrement. For exam-

ple in 1988, the amourrt granted
to SMEs lncreased by 41.9 per
cent to N5,090.6 mllllon representing 20.69 per cent of total
banks loans and advances. The
banks have slnce continued to
comply (Table l).

Companies
In its 1988 Budget. Government Iifted the ban on banks' equity participation in industries in
response to the clamour by banks
to diversify their business bases.
Hitherto, the Banking Act Section
73(0 of f969. restricted the banks
from holding equity shares in nonbanking related enterprises. The
policy objectives are to stimulate
increased availability of equity capi-

tal to SMEs, generate new SMEs
and help other SMEs to restructure their capital bases ior sulival
and growth.

(c) Development Flnance In.
stftutions (DFIs)
The DFIs were established to
serve as conduits for channelling
funds to specific sectors. The Nigerian lndustrial Development
Bank (NIDB) was set up in 1964
to provide soft loans through equity participation to medium, large
and some small scale units,

The Nigerian Bank for Commerce and Industry (NBCI) was set
up by the Federal Government ln

1973 to cater primarily for credlt
supply to the SME sub-sector. The
NBCI also administered the SME
I World Bank Loan Scheme of
US$41 million secured in 1984.
Special feature of the SME 1
scheme included sub-loan
maturities period ranging from 4
to 10 years, including a moratorium of 2 to 4 years. A total of
126 SMEs benefitted from the
scheme. Also, the various State
Governments established investment development corporations
which were meant to galvanise the
promotion of SMEs through equity participation and provision of
term credit facilities.

Vr.:|.
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(d) National Directorate of
Employment (NDE)
The NDE, was established in
November 1986 to prornote and
support self-employnient. The
programme operates tw,o credit

tion and up to end 1994.

guarantee schemes which provide
assistance to SMEs and it is complemented by an entrepreneur de-

have been fully disbursed while 21
of them have furlly amofiized the
total loan value-

NERFUND has' approved 373
projects, with clisbursements initiated on 200 and commitment of
US$80.9 million and N333 million. About 70 of the sub-projects

velopment programme. The two
credit schemes are the Graduate
Job Creation Loan Scheme
(GJLS) and the Matured People's

successor programme to the SME

Scheme (MPS). Facilities under the

I which was administered by the

two schemes is repayable over a
five year period at a concessionary interest rate with varying periods of moratorium. Over 2.300
SME projects engaged in soap
making. food processing, flour
milling, etc. have been supported
by the NDE since its inception.

NBCI. The US$142 million World
Banh loan package is administered
by the SME Apex Office of the
CBN through participating commercialand merchant banks (pbs).
The term loan provided a mafurity periocl of 12years including a
grace period of 3 years. It also
provides working capitalto its beneficiaries with maturity period of
3 years including 1 year grace period. A total of 271, projects for
US$132.8 million were approved
from the inception of the scheme
in 1990 to end March 1994 when
projects approval closed. Total
projects disbursements amounted
to $107.1 million as at June 1996
and resulted in the establishment
of 85 new enterprises, and the
expansion, diversification and
modernisation of 102 existing
enterprises.

(e) The National Economic
Reconstruction Fund
(NERFUND)
NERFUND was set up by the
Federal Government in 1989 as
a funding mechanism aimed at
correcting observed inadequacies
in the provision of medium to long
term financing to SMEs. It was
established to facilitate the provision of loans at lower interest
charges than prevailing rates with
5-10 years maturity period including a grace period of 1-3 years. It
was. therefore. established to mobilise financial resources that would
enable SMEs to have better access
to medium to long term loan facilities, and to help them acquire
fixed assets. Beneficiaries of the
scheme should be wholly-owned
Nigerian SMEs and in case of
manufacfuring enterprise, at least
60 per cent of its raw materials
and other production inputs locally
derived. Prospective beneficiaries
are to access NERFUND facilities
through their banks. Since incep49

(f) The SME II Scheme
The SME II loan scheme is a

(g) The Fund for Small Scale
Industries (FUSSI)
The Small Scale Industries
Credit Scheme (SSICS) are both
Federal Government and State

Government supported prograrrunes for SMEs. They are administered by the Ministry of Industry. FUSSI is meant to be an
instrument for channelling Government assistance to small scale
enterprises in the States. SSICS
is meant to assisl in the improve-

1
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ment and expansion of existing
small scale industries. as well as
financing new manllfacturing industries that produce accessories
and components for other industries. Loans by SSICS are subject
to a moratorium period of about
2 years at concessionary interest
rate.

(h) International Financial Assistance
In addition to accessing credit
facilities from the World Bank and
its affiliates such as the International Finance Corporation, the
Government have continued to
approach other international organisations for the provision of
needed foreign capital for some
medium scale enterprises. The
Federal Government invariably
guarantee and sometimes agrees
to monitor or co-finance the SMEs
receiving such external financial
support. An example was the
US$252 million export stimulation loan granted by the African
Development Bank in 1988 to finance SMEs in Nigeria.

III. Technical Assistance
Programme
Various technical assistance
programmes had been put in place
by the Government. This is to ensure healthy entrepreneurial devel

opment in such areas as proper
evaluation of viable opportunities,
mobilisation of necessary resources and eventual fruitful programme implementation. Some of
the Government agencies assigned
to implement these prograrrrmes
include the Industrial Development
Centres (lDCs). Centre for Industrial Research and Development
(CIRD), Centre for Management

Development (CMD), Project
Development Agency (PRODA),
Federal Institute of Industrial
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Research, Oshodi (FIIRO). Raw
Materials Research and DeveloPment Courncil. The IDCs are established to render free technomanagerial assistance to SMEs
towards the establishment of new
enterprises, development modemization, promotion and growth
of existing SMEs. They are to provide practical assistance in management are technical services in
selecting appropriate machinery,
assist in equipment installation,
undertake machine repairs and
maintenance as well as provide onthe jobs training facilities to SMEs
in the handling of machines. There
are currenfu 21 IDCsgrouped into
four zones. Similarly, the CIRD,
CMD, PRODA. FIIRO as well as
RMRDC provide various technical,
extension as well as training services

to SMEs.

SECTION III
EVALUAilON OF Slu1g"
PEBFORMANCE
The evaluation of the performance of the SME sector would be

undertaken principally from the
stand point of public policy goals
as enunciated in the industrial
policy of 1988.
This is because the usual Performance criteria like capacity utilization rates, turnover and profit
which are of interest to ownermanag€rs of enterprises maY not
be of much relevance if they do
not contribute towards the realisation of public policy goals and
objectives. Government PolicY
objectives in this context could be
summarised as:

(il

Industrial development and
national integration through
industrial dispersal;

(ii) provision of greater
ment oppoftunities;
50

emPloY-

{iii) increased production of manufactured exports;

(M the development of indigenous
technology; and

(v) increasing localcontent of industrial output.
However, in this section, the
areas of evaluation would be
focussed on employment generation, increased use of local raw
materials, increased manufactured
exports, dispersal of industries,
SMEs contribution to the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) and improving the technological skill and
capability available in the country.

(l)

Employment Generation

The SMEs continue to be
steady avenue for employment

over
are abundant evidence
the years, the number of SMEs
established to utilize localraw materials have increased. Irrdeed,
both NERFUND and SME II
scheme were aimed at catalysing
this development. Most SMEs are
engaged in the processing of Primary local materials either to intermediate stages or finalconsumers. They, therefore, aid the transformation of local raw materials
into useable forms and thus increase value added. The SMEs are

known to be very active in supply
of locally processed inputs into raw
materials such as starch, aicohol,
and chemicals for use by large
firms in the pharmaceutical, food
and textile industries.

generation . There are indications

(iii)Increased Manufactured

that the SMEs account for about
70 per cent of industrialemploYment in Nigeria. For instance,

Exports

projects approved under the
NERFUND scheme between
1989 and 1993 were estimated

to have direct employment generation capacity ol 73,227 iobs.
Similarly, about 40,000 jobs have
been created by the beneficiaries
of the SME II Loan Scheme. The
total employment generation capacity of the SMEs can only be
appreciated in terms of its multiplicative effects on other sectors
of the economy.

(ii) Increased Use
Raw Materials

of

Local

The SMEs have been very active in the promotion of increased
use of local raw materials. TheY
have responded very positivelY to
uillizing identified local raw materials. and have often pioneered the
processing of such raw materials,
this is because most SMEs are local-resource basei. Although there
is no complete information, there

The SMEs have also been very
active in the non oil export sector.
Availabie data show that the value
of agro-allied and manufactured
exports, which was about N54.3
million in 1986 rose progressiveiy
to N140.3 million in 1989 and to
Ni007.8 and N6067.1 million in
1992 and 1995, respectivelY.
Among the processed agro-allied
products exported were cocoa
butter, cocoa powder. cocoa cake,
textiles and garments and wood
products including furniture. It is
significant to note that these are
the areas in which the SMEs are
actively involved. Furthermore.
SMES role in the export of scraPs
and solid minerals such as precious
stones is enormous although much
of the transactions in these areas
are not officially recorded.

(ivllmprovement in Technological Skill and Capability
The SMEs have positioned
themselves as viable tools for the
transfer and acquisition of techni-
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cal know how as they have successfully adapted imported machinery for local usage. Through
their multiplication and resilience,
the SMEs have also aided the
growth and development of indigenous entrepreneurs.

(v) Industrial Dispersal and
National Integration

as reduced consumer demand,
weak infrastructural facilities and
other bottlenecks or problems as
treated in Section Four.

SECTION IV
OUTSTANDING PROBLEMS
AND PROSPECTS

A.

Problems

Since most SMEs are localre-

The SME sub-sector continued

source based, their wide geographical dispersal have opened
up the rural areas and helped in
arresting the problem of rural urban drift. They have often also
served as a means of linklng hitherto remote areas to other parts
of the country thus contributing to

to be plagued by many problems
which inhibit its optimalperform-

national integration.

straints to SME development.
Most SMEs have to resort to the

(vi)Contribution to the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP)

private provisioning of water, elec-

Although adequate data not
available, there are indications that
SMEs account for about 70 per
cent of industrialemployment and
10-15 per cent of manufacturing
output. Generally, the SMEs appearedto have performed reasonably well on the standard of effi
ciency as they tend to minimise
wastage and idleness. They have
also provided consumers with an
expanding variety and steady
source of goods many of which are
produced as efficiently as possible.

(vii) Capacity Utilization
Rate, Sales and Profit
Although no comprehensive
nationwide survey on SMEs performance has been undertaken,
available data from a recent study
covering about 75 SMEs showed
that most SMEs operated between
30-35 per cent of their installed

capacities in 1995 and 1996.
Both sales and profit have shown
no remarkable improvement. This
could be adduced to factors such
51
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long lead times in opening letters
of credit, the consequentiai need
to hold three months or more of
stocks of imported inputs, the
need to make interest free deposits at the banks to support applications for foreign exchange and
the long cheque-clearing process
in the local banks. Collateral remained a major obstacle in working with banks as land is usually
viewed as inadequate for that purpose.

ance. These include:

(i)

(iii)Poor implementation of
L^ack

of Infrastructural

Base
Lack of adequate infrastructure
constifutes one of the greatest con-

tricity, etc. at great expense. In a
World Bank study (1989), it was
estimated that the cost of infrastructure such as roads, water,
electricity communication and security accounted for 15 - 20 per
cent of the cost of establishing a
manufacturing enterprise in Ni-

geria. The impact of public
infrastructural inadequacies consequently fallmost heavily on smallscale enterprises that cannot afford

to provide their own services.

(ii) Constrained Access to
credit
The banking sector is usually
unwilling to extend credit to the
SMEs because of inadequately pre-

pared project proposals, incomplete financial documentation,
inadequate collateral including the
inability to raise the required
equity contribution and the
absence of succession plan in the
event of the death of the proprietor. As a result, working capital is
stilla major constraint on production. This is particularly so due the

Policies
The poor implementation of
otherwise sensible regulations and
incentives which remain bureaucratic, inefficient and often dis-

criminatory. The resultant confusion and uncertainty in business
decisions and planning have adversely affected the SMEs.
(iv) Procurement Problems
These problems pose one of
greatest
the
constraints to improve
capacity utilization rate among the
SMEs. This problem is traceable
to the unstable macroeconomic
policy environment in the past few
years which led to the increase in
custom duties and port charges,
high cost of foreign exchange and
consequent cutback on imported
raw materials in the face of suboptimal local raw material supplies. Related to this is the inaccessibility to and the high cost of
equipment.

(v) Insufficient flemand for
Products
Insufficient demand for the
products of the SMEs is also an
important constraint. This can be
attributed to the generally low purchasing power arising from consumers dwindling realincomes. To
circumvent this, many SMEs have

I
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been adopting a credit sales policy

B" Prospects

whereby a reasonable proportion
of their output is sold on credit for
a limited period at interest free
rate. Of recent however, industry
sources revealed that some of the
firms are facing extreme dlfficulty
in recovering such credit sales. The
problem of low demand can also
be as a result of inadequate knowledge by SMEs about fringe mar-

The SMEs offer enormous
prospects in Nigeria's .march towards sustained economic development if the various problems
outlined above are addressed.
Such would include:

kets.

(vi)Inability To Adjust Prices
Inability of SMEs to reasonably
adjust their prices to reflect additional costs following the substantial depreciation of the naira exchange rate. This is largely because
doing so makes thern uncompeti-

tive with the large firms, while
those who produce for specific
industrial consumers face the
added difficulty associated with
being price-takers.

(vii)

Poor Educational Back'

ground
Lack of reievant educational
background and thorough manufacturing exposure by many SME
proprietors: This is required in
order for them to undertake complex expansion of their projects
where such opportunity exists.
Consequently, many of them are
not sufficiently innovative and dynamic to meet growing and expanding business challenges.

(viii)

Non-conduciveRegulatory and Operational Environment
Multiplication of regulatory
framework. taxes and controlhave
remained burdensome on the operation of the SMEs. Many SMEs
have to dealwith various agencies
at great cost.

(i)

resolving the collateralissue so
as to enhance the prospects
of the SMEs for improved access to formal financial sector
resources:

(ii) further streamiining of the
regulatory procedures and
strengthening the capacity of
the relevant institutions so as
to effectively implement and
administer programmes and
incentives for the SMEs;

(iii) provision and maintenance of
infrastructures such as roads,
telecommunication, electricity
and security.Thereis need to
involve the private sector in
these areas for greater efficiency;

(iv) the promotion of industry specific export expansion programmes among the SMEs. In
this regard, the extractive and

agro-processing industries
such as textile and garment,
leather, chemical and oil products present the greatest prospects. Others are engineering
goods and other light industries;

(v) further simplications of tariff
accompanied by a substantial

reduction in average tariff
levels;

(vi) the need for assistance designed to improve production
processes to meet exports
standards, improve marketing
skills and information about
markets, promote availability
of services in support of trade
and improve export infrastruc-

tures;

(vii)need to multiply the linkages
between smalland large scale
industries, specially with respect to sub contracting. Towards this end, there is need
to create a system for exchanging information on supply and
demand as well as'tech.nology
matters among the relevant
organised private sector;
(viii) need for a p€riodic comprehensive survey of the SME sector in the context of opportunities for export promotion.
SMEs can be instruments for
(a) achieving the poverty alleviation objectives of the Government

because they are largely labour
intensive, they can therefore be
used to create safety net in targeted poverty-programmes and (b)
initiating growth in employment
through the development of moddr n ellicient enterprises.
SMEs have a potential role to
play to support the export drive,
especially in the area oI sub contracting and in meeting the export
demand of the diversified but small
market riches in the sub-region. It
would be cost effective for such
markets to be served by SMEs that
could bulk-break the products of
larger firms for export. Such activities are already taking place
through unofficial exports.

SECTION V
SI.JMMARY AND
CONCLUSION
The performance of the SMEs
have been mixed. Generally. the
sub-sector have to a large extent
filled the gap in the production of
goods and services. They have
been particularly active in the agrofood processing business as well
as in the fabrication of spares for
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the effective running of the industries. They have also contributed
to employment generation, increased use of local resources, increased manufactured and non-oil
exports and development of local
technological and entrepreneurial
capability. Although substantial
promotronal programmes have
been channelled to the sub-sector,
their implementation have fallen
far short of the expectation. As a
result, the SMEs continue to grapple with some problems which is
amplified by the hitherto unstable
economic and political environment. Properly fashioned, The
SMEs hold out abrighter future
for the overalleconomic development of the country. In this regard,
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the need to address the

infrastructural deficiencies afflicting the sub-sector need not be
overemphasized. Closely related to
this is the need to have adequate
information on the sub-sector to
enhance planning, policy design
and evaluation.
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TABLE

1

LOANS AND ADVANCES TO SMALL SCAI.E INDUSTRIES BY
THE BAITKING SECTOR ri)to - 1926
(N',MILLION)

AGGREGATE LOANS
AND ADVANCES TO

AGGREGATE.

PERCENTAGE

LOANS AND

ALLOCATION

SMALL.SCALE

ADVANCES

o/o

ENTERBRISES

1980

113.4

6,379.2

1.8

1981

185.0

8,604.8

2.1

1982

2A6.7

70,277.0

2.0

1983

l o
^r l.i
J3

11,100.0

3.2

'1984

705.7

L

1.550.6

6.t

1985

972.2

12,170.3

8.0

1986

7,454.3

15,701.6

9.3

1987

3,587.3

17,53t.9

2A.46

1988

5,090.6

24,602.3

20.59

1989
.1990

5,789.5

28,708.8

20.60

5,900.0

28,640.8

22.9

.1991

7,572.3

32,912.4

23.8

.1992

20,400.0

40,731.6

40.0

.1993

15,462.9

58,158.9

34.8

.1994

29,552.5

89,756.0

23.6

.1995

32,374.5

74A,225.4

22.4

.1996

423A2.7

157,568.8

26.8

Source

Central Bank of Nigeria
Figures are for Commerciai Banks only
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